JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. both an account of recent international developments and a compara tive study. This is particularly true in light of the magnitude of recent transformations in both of these fields. With the acceleration of globalization processes, the need to address the mounting power of multinational enterprises (MNEs) gave rise to innovative mecha nisms, including a variety of novel trade-labor institutional linkages.
projects, which are expertly woven into the fabric of the text along side the author's extensive knowledge. Despite this abundance of information, the book cleverly balances the details and the grand scheme. Bronstein excels in putting things in rich perspective, never losing sight of the big picture.
I.
The book's organization reflects the combination of international and comparative perspectives. Commencing with Chapter 1, entitled "Labour law at a crossroads," the book provides a clear overview of the current crisis in labor law today, as well as its historical, political and economic origins. The remainder of the book is devoted to three main sections. The first deals with substantive labor law issues: Chapter 2 addresses the scope of labor law; Chapter 3 addresses se curity of employment, and Chapter 5 is devoted to issues of equality at work, and the right to privacy and freedom of thought and expres sion, as they unfold in the workplace. The second section, presented in Chapter 4, provides an overview of all of the key strategies cur rently employed to address the relationship between international trade and labor law. Finally, the third section addresses labor law from a regional perspective, surveying the European Union, the for mer communist countries, Latin America, Asia and the Pacific, and South Africa.
Chapter 1 opens with a concise historical survey of the develop ment of Western European labor law, which eventually expanded worldwide. This is followed by a brief comparative account of the five sources of labor law: constitutions, statutory regulations, collective agreements, international law, and case law. The author then focuses on the familiar contrast between two periods: between the years 1945 and 1975, and post-1975 . The first period saw the development of the labor law model that is characterized by standard employment rela tions. During that period, economic prosperity and growth, neo Keynesian ideology, and restricted international economic competi tion, combined with a favorable political environment, resulted in the development of the welfare state in Western Europe, and what came to be known as the "'The Thirty Glorious .
A description of the "typical" employment model, in which the male breadwinner gains job security and unionization in exchange for subordination to an employment contract, sets the stage for under standing the meaning of "atypical" employment (p. 11). By the second half of the 1970s, a variety of processes that were already in motion began to accelerate, placing mounting pressure on the typical em ployment model. Economically, the post-1975 period has witnessed a spread of production, supply, and distribution chains worldwide. En hanced by political globalization, the growth of global trade?and in particular low-wage countries' entrance into the international eco nomic arena by the end of the cold war?considerably altered the conditions of labor law.
The continuous shifting of traditional Fordist organizational p terns (upon which labor law was founded) narrows the scope of la law, and its ability to respond is further weakened by the ideolo attacks of neo-liberalism and by the state's diminishing capaci regulate labor effectively. These transformations, coupled with process of technological globalization, i.e., the rapid developme machinery and the information revolution, constitute the theoret and empirical background for understanding Bronstein's descri of the mounting challenges of labor today.
Chapter 2 extends beyond its limiting title (Who is protected labour law?) to tackle a related question: who is the employer? W these are familiar core topics of national labor law, the book m skillful use of comparative law to demonstrate a variety of manif tions of the problem worldwide. Thus, for example, labor lawyer the English-speaking world may be surprised to learn that the gory of workers they define as "informal," i.e., workers engag undeclared, clandestine work, simply does not have an existing le parallel in Asia, Africa, or Latin America (p. 31). Likewise, the spread practice in some Latin American states of disguis employment relations by hiring workers through labor-only coop tives may be unfamiliar to experts from other countries (pp. 58- The book highlights the diversity in labor law regimes. On question of how to define the scope of labor law, for example, the describes several sophisticated models for distinguishing between employee and the self-employed. Thus, while Ireland utilizes a par ular list of indicators identified with the collaboration of the s partners (pp. 47-48), the Belgium-based UNIZO, an organizati small businesses and self-employed entrepreneurs, develop mathematical formula with a precise mathematical value for ea dicator to ascertain status (pp. 49-50). The 2007 Spanish law on employed work takes yet a different approach, whereby the work ditions of the self employed are brought closer to those of worker granting the former some of the protections afforded by labor law 55-56). The Spanish legal solution demonstrates the agenda Bronstein advocates for future labor law reforms, namely, "widen the definition of the workers who are to be protected by labour yet at the same time acknowledging that not "all of these worker be protected in the same way as those who have recognized emplo status" (p. 55). This pragmatic stance seems to characterize book's general approach throughout. Chapters 3 and 5 follow similar patterns, providing a methodi analysis of the problems at hand, followed by examples of recent novative national and international legal solutions. Chapter 3, w focuses on employment security, does not offer a particularly en aging picture. While the majority of countries today adhere to basic rule prohibiting unfair dismissal of employees, work sec today is severely contested. The challenges come first from an ex sion of the various exceptions to this rule, and secondly f uncertainty as to the effectiveness of the remedies that aim to enf the rule. Countries that have traditionally sustained high stand of employee protection have recently relaxed their guard when it comes to small enterprises, despite the fact that the "evidence that an overall easing of the hiring and firing rules can have a significant effect on employment creation continues to be disputed" (p. 70). Ger many and Australia, for example, excluded enterprises with up to 10 (Germany) and 100 (Australia) employees from the unfair dismissal protections in 2003 and 2005, respectively (p. 75) . Other erosions of those protections include extending the length of the probationary pe riod, extending the qualifying period for employees to be entitled to the protection, and an increasing use of fixed term contracts (pp. 76 79). Several legal reforms have been introduced to address these trends, including, on the national level, the 2006 Spanish reform prohibiting the use of successive fixed-term contracts (p. 77), and, on the supranational level, the 1999 EU Council Directive concerning the framework agreement on fixed-term contracts, which introduced a similar goal (pp. 78-79). These attempts, however, provide little comfort in light of the general trend, and particularly given the feeble effect of the remedies provided for unfair dismissal. Perhaps the most problematic aspect of termination remedies is the difficulty involved in obtaining employees' reinstatement, leaving monetary compensa tion as the most common remedy for unjustified termination.
Chapter 5 paints a far more encouraging portrait. Bronstein identifies a trend whereby "human rights concerns today occupy a place in labour law which is far more prominent than it was some 30 years ago" (p. 126). From the impressive breakthrough of the ILO's Discrimination Convention (No. Ill), which dates back to 1958, through the development of the concept of indirect discrimination, to the ideas of equal remuneration for work of equal value and affirma tive action, the abolition of apartheid, and the legal denial of racial discrimination, we can certainly observe a general improvement in international and regional labor law. Progress can also be detected in the expansion of forms of discrimination covered herein, ranging from discrimination on grounds of religious belief, family responsibility, sexual orientation, age, disability and state of health and HIV/AIDS, to issues such as sexual harassment, affirmative action, protection of privacy and freedom of thought and expression. This progress is not limited to Western Europe. It came as no surprise when, in 2004, Fin land enacted a comprehensive law on the Protection of Privacy in Working Life, providing protections regarding the processing of em ployees' personal data, the manner in which employers test and examine employees' performance, questions of technical surveillance, and privacy of email messages at the workplace (p. 182). But the book covers examples from all regions, including Chile, where in 2006 the Supreme Court decided that video surveillance for the purpose of monitoring work performance was illegal (p. 188). Indeed, while the rights designed to protect workers in their capacity as workers have generally weakened, "non specific rights at work," designed to ad dress the functioning of workers as human-beings, have enjoyed much broader legal recognition in the last few decades. This is true not only with regard to the word of the law, but also in practical terms. The book does not disregard the practical aspects of enfor rights, and emphasizes, for example, the consistent tendency of jurisdictions, embraced by international labor law, to shift th den of proof to the employer as long as the claimant provides threshold evidence to support its claim.
The 4. On the gradual inclination of the field to adopt voluntary and self-reliant forms as defining CSR, see, e.g., Ronen Shamir, Between Self-Regulation and the Alien Tort Claims Act: On the Contested Concept of Corporate Social Responsibility, 38 Law ropean Union (compared to the attrition experienced worldwid the political aspect of EC law, where collective bargaining was gled out as both a means of implementing (Article 137 EC) an creating (Article 138 EC) European Community Law" (p. 203). T an optimistic portrayal, strengthened by the encouraging pro former communist countries had made with regard to industrial tions. It is tainted, however, by a focus on recent legal developm The right of freedom of association, the right to strike and the rig impose lock-outs all fall outside the scope of EC law. Moreover eral recent ECJ rulings appear to debilitate not only the rig undertake collective action for workers' protection but also the a to prevent wage dumping, vis-a-vis business owners' right to ins the freedom to provide services.5 Bronstein is right to observe th is too early to assess the full meaning of these legal judgments.
Labor relations play a similarly significant role in Latin Am can countries, where in most states, trade unions were in the "key stakeholders in the political coalitions that controlled the St (p. 225). While today they "no longer enjoy the political power had" (p. 225), labor relations are described against the histori background of Latin American populist regimes, their ideolo foundations, and the economic strategies of the states. The focus of the section on Southern Africa is the stru against apartheid and the subsequent development of a labor 5. Two recent cases, knows as the Laval and Viking cases, address the abilit exert workers' collective action, and the even more recent case, known as the Ru case, engages wage dumping (pp. 207-12).
importance. Nevertheless, collective law topics were omitted from list of subject matters meriting separate in-depth analysis. Fur more, most of the employment topics treated in the book pertain the category referred to as "cash standards," i.e., protections and efits that mandate a specific outcome, which directly affects costs (e.g., minimum wage, compensation for overtime, etc.).
cash standards are typically associated with a neo-liberal u standing of labor law.8
Arguably, the most serious challenge faced by labor and intern tional law today is the decline of the organized workforce worldw Freedom of association and the right to organize and bargain c tively have long been recognized as fundamental rights, impro both work and living conditions, as well as the "development and gress of economic and social systems."9 Without purportin elaborate on the very unique significance of collective labor law, s fice it to say that trade unions are generally considered to be the guarantee for the enforcement of workers' rights (including indi ual rights) and social justice.10 Industrial relations and the que of social partners and social dialogue are topics that are, of course from overlooked. They were discussed in Chapter 4, and even m robustly in Chapter 6, as they constitute a central manifestati the unique characteristic of each of the five regions addressed. N theless, I cannot help but express an ounce of regret that colle law was not addressed more fully. Taken together with the focus non-cash standards, one can only wonder whether the cautious mism this book takes pains to convey ought to be limited to the r of non-cash employment (rather than labor) standards.11 
III.
Generally, however, Bronstein's book is far from an endorsement of neo-liberal inclinations. It focuses on answering the question "What is the state of labor law today, nationally, regionally, and in ternationally, and what challenges does it face?" Bronstein avoids abstract normative assertions. Nevertheless, even when the book's primary approach remains mostly descriptive and neutral, a distinc tive normative agenda is apparent, manifested in several ways.
Throughout the book, the author is sensitive to the normative connotations and chronological development of the terminology used. Thus, for example, he reminds us that the commonly used term "flex ibility of work patterns" is far from neutral, and in fact implies that the standard work contract is rigid and inefficient. The former term is interchangeable with "atypical work" or "precarious work," which suggests condemnation of these types of work (p. 16). Other examples include noting that the neo-liberal slant has replaced "workers" with "manpower," "workforce," and "human resources" (p. 26). Similarly, "labor rights" today are often being referred to as "labor costs." While the author refrains from openly criticizing these vivid illustrations of the implications of the neo-liberal shift, these subtle observations serve as reminders of the contingent nature of the current terminol ogy and state of affairs. While linguistic analysis is by no means the focus of this book, the careful attention paid to the social and histori cal context throughout implicitly cautions us not to take for granted the common wisdoms of our time, including the neo-liberal ideological
turn.
yet unrealized potential role as a coordinating body, a clearinghou for such a system. However, the book's normative horizon does not incorporate su a revolutionary scheme, and avoids portraying either a new role f the ILO or any other institutional reforms. Its normative aspirati do not extend beyond the "best practices" in each field. Whenever book makes statements affirming normative developments, they fer to rather conservative, incremental legal reforms rather revolutionary leaps, as they generally depict existing (albeit where) national or supranational legal rules. This is by no me criticism of the book. In the landscape of literature addressing gl ization, labor, and trade today, few follow a revolutionary p trying to reimagine "the way we think about markets, the divisi labor, and the relation of production and exchange . . . "13 Brons does not purport to do so. He follows, instead, a more modest p taken by many, which is perhaps unavoidable when one commits legal perspective, whereby current institutions and practices rem the principal guide for future reforms. We must keep in mind tha the field of comparative and international labor law, the realiz of effective dissemination and implementation of best practices w constitute, in itself, a significant transformation.
The most fundamental normative assertion in this book is notion that labor law is indispensible, as "[dependent work contin to exist and the vulnerability of the worker . . . continues to unchallenged fact" (p. 258). This core argument is coupled with understanding that the "relationship between international t and labour law is today a crucial issue" (p. 257), and what is needed an agreement "on the appropriate strategies and tools to tackle problem rather than to discuss whether international trade an bour rights are separate issues ..." (id.). The message that labor can no longer be addressed merely on the national level or by a si national entity is strongly conveyed throughout the book, in its structure. This is very different from the vast majority of curre scholarly literature, which tends to address comparative and inter tional aspects of law separately.
In sum, this book is instructive to scholars and practitioners, well as to law students first encountering the complexities of com ative labor law and its international dimension. While the latte provided with a much needed context from which to begin their ex ration of the topic, the former will benefit from the bo comprehensive range and welcome departure from the unfortuna common tendency of academic writing to ignore any non-English gal materials. The index, together with the tables and boxes 13. For one recent notable example that attempts to reimagine the way we ceptualize international trade and labor relations, see Roberto Mangabeira Unge Free Trade Reimagined: The World Division of Labor and the Method of nomics 213 (2007) . Another recent impressive attempt to imagine "ideal institu for enforcing global labor rights" can be found in Barenberg, supra note 12. Bare himself notes that that "the concrete proposals in this field have been surprisingl and unspecific.,, Id. at 3. highlight a variety of judicial decisions and legal developments, cou pled with the tables of cases and legislation, all coalesce to create a book that is easily accessible.
One cannot help but agree with the assertion that "the essence of the problems that gave birth to labour law is still there" (p. 258). The complexities that we face when responding to the challenges presented with respect to labor law do not alter this essential reality.
Labor law, both nationally and internationally, must be rendered more effective, "in order to avoid a return to the social injustices of the nineteenth" century (id.). The book's comprehensive contextual understanding of both comparative and supranational labor law con stitutes an evident contribution towards this goal.
